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INTRODUCTION
The Lebesgue]Stieltjes integral Hf dG plays a central role in many
w xbranches of applied mathematics}for instance, in stochastic process 4, 6 .
The use of such integrals is frequently facilitated by appropriate transfor-
mations. This note examines ``change of variable'' transformations, where
an integral with integrand f ( h is transformed into one with integrand f ,
as well as the transformation of an integral with integrator w (G into an
integral with respect to G.
w xIn his discussion of the Stieltjes integral, Lebesgue 5 starts with the
b  .  .definition of H f x da x when f is continuous and a is of boundeda
variation and then, on p. 256, does a ``change of variable'' for the case
where a is continuous and strictly increasing. As he puts it,
 .  .  .the change of variable a s a x transforms f x into a function g a and
 .  .transforms the definition of Hf x da x into that of an ordinary integral of
 . b  .  . a b.  .g a , so that H f x da x s H g a da and one is brought back to ordi-a a a.
nary integration of a continuous function.
What does the stated equality mean? What is g? Does a have the same
.meaning throughout the stated equality? Can it be proved rigorously?
 .Surely Lebesgue's minimalist argument does not constitute a proof. Can
it be generalized?
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To see what Lebesgue had in mind, subject the initial integral to a
 .  .purely formal manipulation as in elementary calculus : ``put y s a x , so
y1 .that x s a y , substitute for x, and adjust the limits of integration.''
b  .  . a b.  y1 ..This recipe transforms the expression H f x da x into H f a y dy.a a a.
Comparing this with the equality stated by Lebesgue we see that, in that
equality:
v
y1g is the composition f ( a ;
v  .in ``g a da ,'' a is a ``variable of integration'' and could be re-
placed by any other letter;
v elsewhere}in the limits of integration on the right side and in
``da '' on the left side}a is the integrator function.
b  .  .Thus it appears that Lebesgue was asserting that H f x da x sa
a b.  y1 .. H f a y dy, when f is continuous and to ensure the existence ofa a.
.the inverse a is continuous and strictly increasing.
 .Lebesgue's result will be generalized in Theorem 2 to the case where f
is measurable and a is a right-continuous function which is increasing but
 y1need not be strictly increasing and the inverse a is replaced by a
.  .suitable generalization . Corollary 3 will then show that the change-of-
variable manipulations of elementary calculus are valid for the
Lebesgue]Stieltjes integral with respect to a continuous integrator.
 .  .The results in Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 deal with change-of-varia-
 .  .ble results. Further results, in Theorems 5 and 6 , deal with the transfor-
mation of an integral with integrator w (G into an integral with respect to
 .G, when w is increasing. In a suggestive shorthand, Theorem 5 shows
 . X .that d w (G s w G dG when G is continuous and w is everywhere
 .differentiable. The results in Theorem 6 are for the case where G is a
discrete distribution function.
Notation and Terminology
 .The s-algebras of Borel sets of R and R the extended real line are
 .  .denoted, respectively, B and B. The notation f : R, B ª R, B indi-
 .  .cates that f is measurable function from R, B to R, B ; i.e., f is a
function from R to R, measurable with respect to the indicated s-algebras.
 .For a set A, I is the indicator or characteristic function of A. Set-theo-A
retic difference is noted A y B.
 .  y.  q.  .If G is R ª R then G y` , G x , G x , G ` denote the obvious
y1 .   . 4limits and, for B ; R, G B [ x g R : G x g B . If G: R ª R is
 .  y.   .  ..increasing then G x [ G x , I denotes the interval G y` , G ` ,y G
k .   . 4and, for y g R, G y [ inf x g R: G x G y . This defines an increasing
k .  .function on R, with values in R, with G y s y` if y F G y` and
k .  .G y s ` if y ) G ` .
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w x A distribution function d.f. is a function from R to R, increasing i.e.,
.nondecreasing and right-continuous. If G is a d.f., m denotes theG
measure determined by G, namely the unique measure on B which gives
 .  .  xmass G b y G a to an interval a, b , and the Lebesgue]Stieltjes integral
H ? dG is the Lebesgue integral with respect to m . Lebesgue measure onG
.B is denoted l and H ? dx denotes integration with respect to l. For
equalities involving integrals, saying that expression 1 s expression 2 in the
usual sense means that if either expression exists then both do and they are
equal.
INVERSES OF INCREASING FUNCTIONS
In proofs and statements of results, this note involves inverses of
distribution functions. If G: R ª R is continuous and strictly increasing, it
has an inverse. If the increasing function G has discontinuities or is not
strictly increasing then, strictly speaking, it has no inverse function. Instead
of a strict-sense inverse, one can rely on the mapping Gk defined above,
Ä   . 4or the mapping G : y ¬ inf x g R: G x ) y . By a common abuse of
language, these are also called inverses the left-continuous and right-con-
.tinuous inverse, respectively . This view of the ``inverse'' is common in
recent writings but some older treatises takes a different approach. For
w x w x y1 . instance, Riesz and Sz.-Nagy 8 and Kamke 3 write G y for the set x:
 y.  q.4G x F y F G x and, departing from the usual notation for functions,
 .   y.  q.4they use the symbol G x to denote the set y: G x F y F G x .
k  .Properties of G needed in this note are set out in Proposition 1 .
w xThey are similar to properties stated on pp. 191 and 200 of Billingsley 1 ,
w xwhere G is a probability distribution function, and on p. 108 of Kopp 4 ,
w .where it is assumed that G is right-continuous, with values in 0, ` and
 y.G 0 s 0. Many useful properties of the left-continuous inverse of a
w xprobability distribution function are given in Parzen 7 , a study in which
that inverse plays a central role. A detailed study of left- and right-continu-
ous inverses of increasing functions from R to R can be found in Winter
w x12 .
 .1 PROPOSITION. Let G be a distribution function.
 . k .a G y is finite when y g I .G
 .  k ..  k .. k .b G G y F y F G G y when G y is finite.y
 .   . 4 w k . . k .c x g R: G x G y s G y , ` when G y is finite.
 . k .  .  . k .d a - G y F b iff G a - y F G b , when G y is finite and
y` - a - b - `.
 . k . k .  .  .e G c F x - G d iff c F G x - d, when G y` - c - d -
 .G ` and x g R.
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  . 4 k .Put G [ x g R: G x G y , so that G y s inf G . Now the abovey y
properties can be established by straightforward manipulation and careful
examination of G .y
CHANGE OF VARIABLE
Gb. k .  .   ..Part a of Theorem 2 deals with H f G y dy, for f : R ª R and aGa.
k .  .  .d.f. G. Since G y is infinite when y F G y` or y ) G ` , the expres-
 k ..  .sion f G y is not necessarily defined for every y g R; however, by 1 ,
  .  ..  .it is defined when y g G a , G b . Therefore the right side of a in
 . Gb.  .  .  k ..Theorem 2 should be interpreted as H w y dy, where w y is f G yGa.
k .or 0, according to whether G y is or is not finite. Analogous comments
 .apply to part b of the theorem.
 .  .  .2 THEOREM. Consider a distribution function G, f : R, B ª R, B ,
and y` - a - b - `.
 .  .  . Gb.  k ..a H f x dG x s H f G y dy, in the usual sense of sucha, b x Ga.
equalities.
 .  .  .b Statement a remains true if integration is o¨er a, ` on the left
 .  .  xside and from G a to G ` on the right, or o¨er y`, b on the left and
 .  .  .from G y` to G b on the right, or o¨er y`, ` on the left and from
 .  .G y` to G ` on the right.
Proof. Consider the case where f s I . It is easily seen that ifa, b x
 x  x  .a, b l a , b s B then both sides of a equal 0. Suppose therefore that
 x  x  x  x  x a, b l a , b / B, so that a, b l a , b s s, t with s s a k a i.e.,
 4.   4.  .max a, a and t s b n b i.e., min b, b . The left side of a equals
 .  .  .   .  ..  k .G t y G s . By Proposition 1 , if y g G a , G b then a - G y F
.   .  ..  .b m G a - y F G b . Thus the right side of a equals
I y I Gk y dy .  . .H Ga. , Gb.. a , b x
R
s I y I y dy .  .H Ga. , Gb.x Ga . , G b .x
R
s G b n G b y G a k G a .  .  .  .
s G b n b y G a k a s G t y G s . .  .  .  .
 .  xThus a is true when f is the indicator of an interval a , b .
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For B g B, put
m B [ I x dG x and .  .  .H1 B
 xa , b
m B [ I Gk y dy .  . .H2 B
  .  .xG a , G b
 .  .  xso that m B s m B whenever B is an interval a , b . Observe that if n1 2
 x  x  x  x  .is so large that a, b ; yn, n then m yn, n s m yn, n s G b y2 1
 .  w x.G a is finite. Therefore see, e.g., Theorem 10.3 in 1 m and m agree1 2
 .on B; i.e., a is true whenever f is the indicator of a Borel set. A standard
 .  .argument then shows that a is true for any nonnegative f : R, B ª
 .R, B . When f is not necessarily nonnegative, apply what was just shown
to fq and fy.
 .  .For b , use a and the monotone convergence theorem to obtain the
q ydesired conclusion for nonnegative f and then consider f and f .
 . .The result in Theorem 2 a , stated here for the case where G is an
w xarbitrary d.f., is similar to a result stated on p. 13 of 6 where G is
assumed to be a probability distribution function. The result in Theorem
 . . w x2 b generalizes a result on p. 108 of 4 , where the domain of G and f is
w .0, ` rather than all of R.
 .The results in Theorem 2 are obtained by elementary methods. A
much more elaborate treatment yields somewhat more general results. For
 . .instance, an argument leading to a result similar to Theorem 2 a is
w xoutlined by Riesz and Sz.-Nagy 8, pp. 124]125 ; they treat the inverse
 .somewhat differently}see the comment just before Proposition 1 }and
obtain a result where G is of bounded variation, without being required to
be a distribution function. A similar generalization which also allows for
.integration over Borel sets, and not just over intervals is stated on p. 164
w xof 3 .
 .3 COROLLARY. Consider a continuous distribution function G,
 .  .f : R, B ª R, B , and y` - a - b - `.
 .   ..  . Gb.  .a H f G x dG x s H f y dy, in the usual sense of sucha, b x Ga.
equalities.
 .  .  .b Statement a remains true if integration is o¨er a, ` on the left
 .  .  xside and from G a to G ` on the right, or o¨er y`, b on the left and
 .  .  .from G y` to G b on the right, or o¨er y`, ` on the left and from
 .  .G y` to G ` on the right.
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 .  .Proof. Suppose that G is continuous. Now if G a - y - G b then, by
 .  k ..  . .Proposition 1 , G G y s y. Therefore, applying Theorem 2 a with f
replaced by f (G,
 .  .G b G bkf G x dG x s f G G y dy s f y dy. .  .  .  . .  . .H H H
 x  .  .a , b G a G a
 .  . .Part b follows similarly from Theorem 2 b .
 .Corollary 3 shows that the ``change of variable'' manipulation of
  .  .elementary calculus ``put y s G x and dy s dG x , and adjust the limits
.of integration'' gives a valid result when G is a continuous d.f. The result
can break down when G is not continuous; for instance, if f s G s Iw1, `.
  ..  . G2.  .then f (G s f and H f G x dG x s 1 whereas H f y dy s 0.0, 2x G0.
 . .While the result in Corollary 3 a is essentially the same as the identity
w xin problem 13 on p. 264 of Royden 9 , the one-line proof given here is
different from the argument suggested there. A generalization of Corollary
 . . w x3 a is stated on pp. 164]165 of 3 , showing that, under appropriate
  ..   .. Gb.  .  .conditions, H f G x dw G x s H f y dw y .a, b x Ga.
 .Theorem 2 has an interesting consequence which will be used in the
 . y1proof of Theorem 5 . It concerns the induced measure m G whichG
 y1 ..assigns the value m G B to B g B. That result, stated in the nextG
w x proposition, generalizes problem 12.a on p. 264 of Royden 9 and the
.proof given here is different from the argument suggested there .
 .4 PROPOSITION. Consider a continuous distribution function G with
  . 4range R s G x : x g R and let ¬ denote the restriction of a measure toR
R.
 .  y1 ..  .a For e¨ery B g B, m G B s l B l R .G
 .  y1 .b m G ¬ s l ¬ .G R R
 .  .  .c If f : R, B ª R, B and A is a Borel subset of R then
 y1 .H fd m G s H f dl, in the usual sense of such equalities.A G A
 .  .Proof. From Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 ,
m Gy1 B s I y1 x dG x s I y1 Gk y dy .  .  .  . .  .H HG G B . G B .
R IG
s I G Gk y dy s I y dy .  . . .H HB B
I IG G
s l B l I s l B l R . .  .G
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The last step is valid because, as G is monotone and continuous, if R is
not equal to I , it differs from it only by the addition of one or both of theG
 .  .  .  .points G y` and G ` . Part b follows because G x is always an
y1 . y1 .  .element of R, so that G B l R s G B . And c is an immediate
 .consequence of b .
TRANSFORMATIONS OF CONTINUOUS
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
 .5 THEOREM. Consider a continuous distribution function G and let
w : R ª R be increasing and differentiable at e¨ery x g R.
 .  .  X .a For e¨ery B g B, m B s H w (G dG.w ( G B
 .  .  .  .b If f : R, B ª R, B and A g B then H f d w (G sA
 X .H f ? w (G dG, in the usual sense of such equalities.A
Proof. Note that, as w is increasing and differentiable at every x g R,
X  .  . b X .  .w is a measurable function from R, B to R, B and H w x dx s w ba
 .  . w x w xy w a ; see, e.g., 18.14 in 2 and Theorem 7.21 in 10 .
Write h for m , the measure determined by w (G. Note that w (G isw ( G
X  .a continuous d.f. and w (G is a measurable function from R, B to
 .R, B .
 .  .  .Consider the nonempty bounded interval c, d . If G c s G d then
wX (G dG s 0 and h c, d s w G d y w G c s 0. .  .  .  . .  .H
 .c , d
 .  .It remains to consider the case G c - G d .
 .  .  .  .To begin with, suppose that G y` - G c - G d - G ` . As
w  .  ..  .G c , G d is contained in the range of G, it follows from Proposition 4
that
h c, d s w G d y w G c s wX dl .  .  . .  . H
w  .  . .G c , G d
s wXd m Gy1 , i . .H G
w  .  . .G c , G d
y1  y1 . .where, as before, m G is the induced measure defined by m G BG G
 y1 ..[ m G B . Furthermore,G
wXd m Gy1 s wX (G dm ; ii .  . .H HG Gy1w  .  . . w  .  . .G c , G d G G c , G d
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w x  .see, e.g., Theorem 16.12 in 1 . By Proposition 1 ,
y1G G c , G d s x g R: G c F G x - G d 4 .  .  .  .  ..
s x g R: Gk G c F x - Gk G d . 4 .  . .  .
 .  .Thus, from i and ii ,
h c, d s wX (G dG, .  .H
Äw .c , dÄ
k Ä kwhere c [ G G c and d [ G G d . iii .  .  . .  .Ä
k  ..   .  .4Note that G G c s inf x g R: G x G G c F c; likewise,
k  .. k  ..   .  .4G G d F d. Furthermore, G G d s inf x g R: G x G G d ) c,
Ä .  .due to G c - G d and right-continuity of G. Thus c F c - d F d. ByÄ
 .  .  k  ...  .Proposition 1 and continuity of G, G c s G G G c s G c ; like-Ä
Ä X X .  .  .  .wise, G d s G d . Therefore, H w (G dG s H w (G dG s 0Äwc, c. w d, d.Ä
 .and it follows from iii that
h c, d s wX (G dG .  .H
 .c , d
when G y` - G c - G d - G ` . iv .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Now consider the general case, where G y` F G c - G d F G ` .
Put
c if G y` - G c .  .
c [  sup x g R: G x s G y` if G y` s G c 4 .  .  .  .
and
d if G d - G ` .  .
d [  inf x g R: G x s G ` if G d s G ` . 4 .  .  .  .
Examining the four possible combinations, one sees that c F c - d F d.
` ` .  .Therefore there exist real sequences c and d such that c xc, d ­ d,n 1 n 1 n n
 .  .  .  .and G y` - G c - G d - G ` . By the monotone convergence the-n n
X .  .orem and continuity of G, it follows from iv that H w (G dG sc, d.
 .  x w .  xh c, d . Furthermore, since h c, c s 0 s h d, d and m c, c s 0 sG
Xw .  .  .m d, d , it follows that h c, d s H w (G dG.G c, d.
 .  X .If u is the measure on B defined by u B [ H w (G dG, the aboveB
shows that h and u agree on bounded open intervals. As these measures
 .  X .are s-finite, it follows that they agree on B; i.e., m B s H w (G dGw ( G B
 .  .for every B g B. This completes the proof of a , and b follows by a
standard argument.
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 .  . X .In a suggestive shorthand, Theorem 5 states that d w (G s w G dG
when G is a continuous d.f. and the increasing function w is everywhere
differentiable. For example, if w is the exponential function and the d.f. G
G G is continuous then, as one would expect, H f de s H f ? e dG in theA A
.usual sense }but that is not necessarily true if G is discontinuous.
 .Both conclusions in Theorem 5 can fail to be true if G has discontinu-
ities. For instance, if w is the exponential function, G s I , and f ' 1,w0, `.
 . G  X . Gthen H f d w (G s H f de s e y 1 while H f ? w (G dG s H fe dG04 04 04 04
 4  X .s e, and m 0 s e y 1 while H w (G dG s e.w ( G 04
 .The conclusion in Theorem 5 can fail to be true if w is not everywhere
differentiable, even if w is differentiable l-a.e. or m -a.e. For example,G
 . w xsuppose that G x s x and w is the Lebesgue singular function on 0, 1
  . w x w x.see, e.g., 8.28 in 2 or 31.2 in 1 , also known as the Cantor function,
 .  .extended so that w x s 0 for x - 0 and w x s 1 for x ) 1. This w is
X .increasing and continuous, with w x s 0 l-a.e., hence also m -a.e., andG
 .  . w x  X .with w 0 s 0, w 1 s 1. Now m 0, 1 s 1 while H w (G dG s 0 forw ( G B
 . w x wevery B g B, and b fails with f ' 1 and A s 0, 1 . This example was
xsuggested by C. M. Deo.
 .Theorem 5 was obtained by elementary methods. It can also be
obtained as an application of the following classical result on the differen-
tiation of measures.
THEOREM. Let s and u be finite measures on B , the s-algebra of BorelX
sets of a separable metric space X. For each n g Nq, let P be a B -mea-n X
surable countable partition of X. Suppose that, for e¨ery n g Nq, e¨ery set in
P is contained in a set in P , and that with d denoting the diameter of anq1 n
.   . 4 xset lim sup d A : A g P s 0. For x g X, let M be the unique set innª` n n
P containing x and, with 0r0 interpreted as q`, putn
x xD s , u ; x [ lim sup s M ru M .  .  .n n
nª`
D s , u ; x [ lim inf s M x ru M x .  .  .n n
nª`
E [ x g X : D s , u ; x s ` s D s , u ; x . .  . 4`
Then
D s , u ; x s D s , u ; x for u-almost all x .  .
and
s B s s B l E q D s , u ; x du x for all B g B . .  .  .  .H` X
B
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 .This is a slightly simplified statement of Theorem 15.7 in Chapter IV
w x  xof 11 . With y` - c - d - ` and X s c, d with the usual metric,
 .  .  .s B [ H I d w (G , and u B [ H I dG, one can use the aboveB c, d x B c, d x
 .  X .theorem to show that H f d w (G s H f ? w (G dG when f s I ; theR R c, d x
general result then follows by a standard argument.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF DISCRETE
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Terminology. If m is a measure on B which assigns finite mass to any
bounded interval, a distribution function of m if a function G: R ª R such
 x  .  . that m a, b s G b y G a whenever y` - a - b - `. Note that this
.defines a, and not the, distribution function of m. Every such function is
indeed a distribution function}i.e., increasing and right-continuous. If u
is a measure on a s-algebra A then saying that u is concentrated on a set
 .  .   .C g A means that u B s u B l C for every B g A equivalently, u B
.s 0 when B l C s B , and saying that u is a discrete measure means that
it is concentrated on some countable set. Saying that G is a discrete
distribution function means that it is a distribution function of a discrete
 .  .  y.measure on B. For a distribution function G, put D x [ G x y G x .G
 .Generalized Sums. We will encounter expressions of the form  g xx g A
where g is a function from some domain D to R, nonnegative on A ; D,
and A may be an uncountable set. This can be defined, for instance, by
 .putting  g x [ H g dn where n is the counting measure on D. Ifx g A A
  . 4  .the set x g A: g x ) 0 is countable and j , j , . . . is any enumeration1 2
 .  .of that set then  g x s  g j , this being a sum or a series,x g A iG1 i
according to whether the set A is finite or infinite.
Preliminary Remarks. Consider distribution functions G and w. Put
 .  .H [ w (G and u B [  D x , B g B.x g B H
v Clearly, H is also a d.f. It is easily seen that, if s is any measure on
B, H is a d.f. of s iff s s m . Since D is a nonnegative function on RH H
and generalized summation is just integration with respect to counting
 .measure, the mapping u : B ¬  D x is a measure on B.x g B H
v Let G be a d.f. of a discrete measure which is concentrated on a
 y.finite set M ; R, with elements j - ??? - j . In this case, H x s1 n
  y..  .w G x since G is constant on x y d , x for sufficiently small d ) 0. It
is then easily seen that u is concentrated on M and that H is a d.f. of u .
Then the measure determined by H is the measure u ; i.e.,
m B s  D x for every B g B. i .  .  .w ( G x g B w ( G
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 .Furthermore, with n s counting measure on R,  D x sx g B w ( G
 .  .H D dn , so that m B s H D dn . Consequently, if f : R, B ªB w ( G w ( G B w ( G
 .R, B then, in the usual sense,
f d w (G s f ? D dn s f x w G x y w G xy . 4 .  .  .  . .  .H H w ( G
A A xgA
 .Thus in the usual sense
f d w (G s f j w G j y w G jy . ii 4 .  .  .  . . .  .H i i i
A j gAi
 .  .One might be inclined to believe that i and ii are true when G is any
discrete d.f. It will be shown that these identities are indeed true when G
is discrete and w is absolutely continuous but that they may fail to be true
when w is merely continuous.
v More generally, let G be a d.f. of a discrete measure concentrated
on a countable set M ; that set may be infinite and may have points of
 y.   y..accumulation. Suppose that w is continuous. Now H x s w G x .
wUnlike the case where M is finite, this equality may fail to be true}even
x  .though G is discrete}when w is not continuous. Therefore D x s 0 ifH
 .   .  . .x f M , hence B l M s B « u B s  D x s 0 . As M is count-x g B H
able, we see that u is a discrete measure, concentrated on M. Now, since
 x  .u c, d s  D x , it would appear plausible that, as in the casex g c, d x H
 xwhere M is finite, H is a d.f. of u , i.e., that u c, d in fact equals
 .  .H d y H c . It will be seen that this is indeed the case when w is
absolutely continuous, but may fail to be true if w is merely continuous.
 .6 THEOREM. Consider G, a distribution function of a discrete measure
that is defined on B and concentrated on a countable set M , and let w :
R ª R be increasing and absolutely continuous on e¨ery compact inter¨ al.
 .  .  .a Put u B [  D x , B g B. Then u is a discrete measure,x g B w ( G
concentrated on M , w (G is a distribution function of u , and u s m .w ( G
 .  .  .b If f : R, B ª R, B and A g B then, in the usual sense of such
equalities,
f d w (G s f x D x .  .  .H w ( G
A xgA
s f x w G x y w G xy . 4 .  .  . .  .
xgAlM
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Proof. The fact that u is discrete and concentrated on M was already
noted in the preliminary remarks. To show that H [ w (G is a d.f. of u ,
let g be a measure with d.f. G and consider arbitrary but fixed y` - c -
d - `.
 x  x  .  .  xIf c, d l M s B then u c, d s 0 and G d y G c s g c, d s 0,
 .   ..   ..  .  .  .hence H d s w G d s w G c s H c , so that H d y H c s 0 s
 xu c, d is this case.
 xIf c, d contains n points of M , say j - ??? - j , then these are the1 n
 x  .only points x in c, d where D x ) 0 is possible. ThereforeH
x q yu c, d s D j q ??? qD j s H j y H j s H d y H c . .  .  .  .  .  .H 1 H n n 1
 xNow consider the remaining case, where c, d l M is countably infinite.
 .  xLet j , j , . . . be an enumeration of c, d l M and put1 2
y `G [ G j , G j and G [ D G . . .i i i is1 i
 .  y.  .  .Since c - j F d implies G c F G j F G j F G d , it follows thati i i
  .  .x  .  y.G ; G c , G d . Since j - j implies G j F G j , it follows that Gi j i j i
and G are disjoint when i / j. Thereforej
` `
y xl G s l G s G j y G j s g c, d s G d y G c , 4 .  .  .  .  . . i i i
is1 is1
  .  .x .   .  .x  .so that l G c , G d y G s l G c , G d y l G s 0. Since w is mono-
X w  .  .xtone, w exists l-a.e.; since w is absolutely continuous on G c , G d ,
H d y H c s w G d y w G c s wX x dx .  .  .  .  . .  . H
  .  .xG c , G d
s wX x dx q wX x dx. .  .H H
  .  .x   .  .xG c , G d lG G c , G d yG
  .  .x .Since l G c , G d y G s 0, the last integral equals zero. Furthermore,
 y.   y..since H x s w G x , the next-to-last integral equals
` `
X X yw dl s w dl s w G j y w G j 4 .  . .  . H H i i
G Giis1 is1
`
y xs H j y H j s D x s u c, d . 4 .  .  . i i H
is1  xxg c , d
 .  .  xTherefore, as in the first two cases, H d y H c s u c, d .
 .Thus H s w (G is a d.f. of u and see the preliminary remarks it
follows that u s m ; i.e., for B g B,H
m B s D x s D dn , .  . Hw ( G w ( G w ( G
BxgB
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 .where n s counting measure on R. It follows that in the usual sense
f d w (G s f D dn .H H w ( G
A A
s f x D x s f x w G x y w G xy 4 .  .  .  .  . .  . w ( G
xgA xgA
and the last general summation can in fact be taken over A l M.
DISCUSSION
If G is a d.f. of a discrete measure and w : R ª R is continuous, but not
absolutely continuous, then H [ w (G may fail to be a d.f. of the measure
 .  .u defined by u B [  D x . For example, as in the discussionx g B H
 .following Theorem 5 , let w be the Lebesgue singular function, extended
 .  .so that w x s 0 for x - 0 and w x s 1 for x ) 1. This w is increasing
 . k .and continuous but not absolutely continuous. Put G y [ w y , 0 - y
 .  .- 1, and G y [ 0 for y F 0, G y [ 1 for y G 1. Then G is a d.f. of the
discrete probability measure g which, for every n g Nq and 1 F k F 2 ny1,
n  . nputs mass 1r3 at the point j s 2k y 1 r2 . At stage n of thenk
aglorithm for constructing the Cantor ternary set, one removes 2 ny1
intervals of length 3yn from the set remaining at stage n y 1; let these
 ny1.intervals be labeled I k s 1, . . . , 2 , the numbering being such thatn, k
I is the ``leftmost'' interval and, going from left to right, I is followedn, 1 n, k
 .  y .by I . Then G j is the right end of I and G j is the left endn, kq1 nk n, k nk
of that interval; as w is constant on every one of the ``middle third''
  ..   y ..  .intervals, it follows that w G j s w G j , hence D H j s 0. Thusnk nk nk
 .  .  .  .u is the null measure and, since w 0 s 0 s G 0 and w 1 s 1 s G 1 , so
 .  . wthat H 0 s 0 and H 1 s 1, it is clear that H is not a d.f. of u . This
xexample was suggested by C. M. Deo.
 .  .With G, w, and H as above, it is not true that m B s  D xw ( G x g B w ( G
for all B g B. As noted above, the right side is identically 0; on the other
w xhand, the left side equals 1 when B s 0, 1 . Also, it is not true that
 .  .   ..   y..4H f d w (G s  f x w G x y w G x ; the right side is al-A x g Al M
w xways 0, whereas the left side equals 1 when A s 0, 1 and f ' 1.
 .In Theorem 6 , it is assumed that w is absolutely continuous on every
 .compact interval, and not that w is absolutely continuous on R . The
former condition is weaker than the latter. For example, let w be a
 x function which vanishes on y`, 0 and whose graph to the right of the
.origin is obtained by joining by straight-line segments the points p , p , . . .0 1
 . q  .where p s 0, 0 and, for k g N , p s k, 1 q 2 q ??? qk . Now w is0 k
w xabsolutely continuous on any compact interval a, b because, for x g
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w x  . x X .a, b , w x s H w s ds. But w is not absolutely continuous on R because,a
 .given e ) 0, one can, for any d ) 0, find x so large that w x q dr2 y
 .w x ) e .
 .Theorem 6 asserts a relationship between distribution functions, and
not between measures. More explicitly, let G be a d.f. of a discrete
Ä  .measure g and let G [ G q c c / 0 be another d.f. of the same
measure g . With w increasing and absolutely continuous, put H [ w (G
Ä Äand H [ w (G. Then, in general, the measure u determined by H and
Ä Äthe measure u determined by H are two different measures. For example,
x Ä .let g be the unit mass at 0 and w x s e . Then G s I and G s Iw0, `. w0, `.
Ä  4q1 are d.f.'s of g , the measures u and u are concentrated on 0 , and
1 0 Ä Ä 2 1 4  4u 0 s D H 0 s e y e whereas u 0 s D H 0 s e y e . .  .
As a concluding example, consider again the integral H f deG. It wasA
already noted that H f deG / H f ? eG dG is possible when G is not contin-A A
uous. In fact, if G is a discrete d.f. concentrated on M , it follows from
 .  .Theorem 6 that in the usual sense
G  G x . G xy. 4 G xy.  DG x . 4f de s f x e y e s f x e e y 1 . .  . H
A xgAlM xgAlM
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